Evidence that Dynamin-2 Functions as a Signal-transducing GTPase
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Abstract. The role of dynamin GTPases in the regulation of receptor-mediated endocytosis is well established. Here, we present new evidence that the ubiquitously expressed isoform dynamin-2 (dyn2) can also function in a signal transduction pathway(s). A ≤5-fold increase of dyn2 relative to endogenous levels activates the transcription factor p53 and induces apoptosis, as demonstrated by reduced cell proliferation, DNA fragmentation, and caspase-3 activation. Dyn2-triggered apoptosis occurs only in dividing cells and is p53 dependent. A mutant defective in GTP binding does not trigger apoptosis, indicating that increased levels of dyn2·GTP, rather than protein levels per se, are required to transduce signals that activate p53. A truncated dyn2 lacking the COOH-terminal proline/arginine-rich domain (PRD), which interacts with many SH3 domain-containing partners implicated in both endocytosis and signal transduction, triggers apoptosis even more potently than the wild-type. This observation provides additional support for the importance of the NH2-terminal GTPase domain for the apoptotic phenotype. All described effects are dyn2-specific because 200-fold overexpression of dyn1, the 70% identical neuronal isoform, has no effect. Our data suggest that dyn2 can act as a signal transducing GTPase affecting transcriptional regulation.
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Introduction

Dynamin is a member of the GTPase superfamily whose role in endocytosis was first revealed by phenotypic analysis of temperature-sensitive mutations in the Drosophila homologue, shibire (reviewed in Warnock and Schmid, 1996; Urrutia et al., 1997; Schmid et al., 1998). Dynamin's role in receptor-mediated endocytosis in mammalian cells has been confirmed both in vivo by overexpression of dominant-negative mutants of dynamin (Herskovits et al., 1993; van der Bliek et al., 1993; Damke et al., 1994) and in vitro (Simpson et al., 1999), but its exact function remains controversial (Sever et al., 2000). Some models suggest that dynamin functions as a mechanochanical enzyme to drive membrane fission (Hinshaw and Schmid, 1995; Warnock and Schmid, 1996; McNiven, 1998; Smirnova et al., 1999), but its exact function remains controversial (Sever et al., 2000). Some models suggest that dynamin functions as a mechanochanical enzyme to drive membrane fission (Hinshaw and Schmid, 1995; Warnock and Schmid, 1996; McNiven, 1998; Smirnova et al., 1999), but its exact function remains controversial (Sever et al., 2000).

Dynamin is highly conserved in multicellular organisms throughout evolution: the Drosophila and C. elegans homologues of dynamin are 70 and 61% identical to human dynamin, respectively. While both Drosophila and C. elegans carry only a single dynamin gene, mammals express three dynamin isoforms in a tissue-specific manner. Each of these isoforms is ~70% identical to each other and equally homologous to shibire (Urrutia et al., 1997; van der Bliek, 1999). The majority of studies to date have focused on the neuron-specific isoform dynamin-1 (dyn1).1 Dynamin-2 (dyn2) is ubiquitously expressed and dynamin-3 (dyn3) is predominantly expressed in testes and, to a lesser extent, in neurons. In addition, there are numerous splice variants for each isoform which suggest that, at least in mammals, these diverse dynamin family members might participate in distinct roles other than receptor-mediated endocytosis (McNiven et al., 2000). Here, we report that dyn2 can function as a signaling GTPase as demonstrated by the induction of p53-dependent apoptosis in dividing cells.

A apoptotic programmed cell death) is a highly regulated response to specific cellular signals and is distinct from necrosis in both the biochemical and the morphological changes that occur. In contrast to necrotic cells, apoptotic cells are characterized by shrinkage of the cytoplasm and...
production of membrane-bound apoptotic bodies. Biochemically, apoptosis is distinguished by fragmentation of the genome and activation of caspases that cleave several cellular proteins (Darzynkiewicz et al., 1997). Some, but not all apoptotic pathways are dependent on activation of the transcription activator and tumor suppressor, p53 (Levine, 1997).

Levels of expression and activity of p53 are increased in response to a variety of cellular stresses including, but not limited to, genotoxic stress, oxidative stress, and oncogene activation (Choisy-Rossi et al., 1998; Ding and Fisher, 1998; Evan and Littlewood, 1998; Burns and El-Dey, 1999). Upon activation, p53 enters the nucleus and triggers a cascade of events that can lead to either cell cycle arrest or apoptosis depending on the cell type, its environment, its rate of cell division, and other poorly understood factors. Greater than 50% of human cancers carry mutations in p53 and given its central role in responding to cellular insults, it has been referred to as the cellular gatekeeper (Levine, 1997) or guardian of the genome (Lane, 1992).

Cellular levels of p53 are largely controlled posttranscriptionally by its rapid ubiquitin- and proteasome-dependent turnover (Blagosklonny, 1997). p53 activity is also regulated by site-specific phosphorylation and nuclear translocation (reviewed in Burns and El-Dey, 1999). There has been considerable recent progress in identifying molecules and mechanisms of regulating p53 interaction with the ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis pathway (Lane and Hall, 1997; Prives, 1998), but few of the upstream signaling events impinging on these pathways have been identified. Our experimental data support the hypothesis that the GTPase dynamin-2 is a component of a tightly regulated signaling pathway with the potential to act as an upstream regulator of the transcription factor p53.

Materials and Methods

Cells, Antibodies, and Reagents

HeLa cells stably expressing the tetracycline-regulatable chimeric transcription activator (tTA-HeLa) were obtained from H. Bujard (Gossen and Bujard, 1992) and cultured as previously described (Damke et al., 1997; Prives et al., 1998). The p53-tTA-HeLa cultures were chosen.

To assess caspase-3 activation, infected cells were harvested at different times postinfection and resuspended at a final concentration of 2 × 10⁶ cells/ml in 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 130 mM NaCl, 1% Triton-X 100, 10 mM Na pyrophosphate, and placed on ice for 30 min. For each caspase-3 activity assay 5 μl of 1 mg/ml Ac-DEVD-AMC (PharMingen) was combined with 500 μl of 1% Triton-X 100, 0.2 mg/ml DNase-free RNase A, and 20 μg/ml propidium iodide (PI), and incubated at 37°C for 15 min before FACScan analysis. Cells were analyzed using Becton Dickinson Cell Quest FA CStation software (version 3.01) operating a Becton Dickinson FACSCalibur FACScan machine. Gating was used to remove debris and doublets before collection. Results were quantitated using ModFit LT (1999; Topospasm, M aine: Verity Software House, Inc.).

Assays for Apoptosis

Early events in apoptosis leading to loss of plasma membrane integrity were detected using the fluorescent DNA dye, YO-PRO-1 (Molecular Probes) at 1 μM, according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Dead cells were detected with propidium iodide staining at 5 μg/ml. Mitochondrial membrane potential was assessed by incubating cells with 25 nM MitoTracker® Red CMXRsos (Molecular Probes) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Cell viability was assessed by Trypan blue staining or by an MTT ((3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5-diphenyl-tetrazolium bromide) conversion assay (Mosmann, 1983) performed as previously described (Behi et al., 1994).

To assess caspase-3 activation, infected cells were harvested at different times postinfection and resuspended at a final concentration of 2 × 10⁶ viable (Trypan blue negative) cells/ml in 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 10 mM NaH₂PO₄ (pH 7.5), 130 mM NaCl, 1% Triton-X 100, 10 mM Na pyrophosphate, and placed on ice for 30 min. For each caspase-3 activity assay 5 μl of 1 mg/ml Ac-DEVD-AMC (Molecular Probes) was combined with 500 μl of 20 mM Hapes (pH 7.5), 30% glycerol, 4 mM DTT, and 100 μl of cell suspension. Reaction mixtures were then incubated for 30 min at 37°C and diluted 50% with ddH₂O before the fluorometric quantification of released AMC using excitation at 380 and 435 nm as emission wavelength.

Immunocytochemistry

For immunofluorescence, cells were grown and infected on chamber slides. Cells were fixed for 20 min at room temperature in 4% paraformaldehyde and permeabilized with 0.3% Triton-X 100 in PBS. Samples were preblocked with 20% normal goat serum in PBS and incubated for 1 h at 37°C with the indicated primary antibodies. Binding of primary antibody was detected using the appropriate ALEXA-488 conjugated goat anti-mouse (Molecular Probes). The SlowFade anti-fade kit (Molecular Probes) was used to reduce fluorescence fading. Cells were visualized using a DeltaVision Optical Sectioning Microscope Model 283. This system consists of an Olympus IX-70 microscope equipped with a mercury arc lamp, a Photometrics CH 350 cooled CCD camera, and a high precision motorized XY Z stage, which was used to acquire multiple sections at a 0.2-μm interval for each of the fluorescent probes. A flter data acquisition, the data
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was deconvolved using DeltaVision software version 2.1 based on the Agard/Sadat inverse matrix algorithm and recompiled so as to be representative of total cellular fluorescence.

**Online Supplemental Material**

Figure S1 depicts how dynamin-2 expression triggers DNA fragmentation without cell cycle arrest, whereas Figure S2 shows dynamin-2-induced apoptosis detected by disruption of mitochondrial membrane potential. Supplemental figures and their respective legends are available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/150/1/145/DC1.

**Results**

Functional characterization of dynamin has been greatly facilitated by the use of stable HeLa cell lines overexpressing wild-type and dominant-negative mutants of dyn1 under control of a tetracycline-regulatable promoter (Damke et al., 1994, 1995). Our repeated attempts to generate similar stable HeLa cell lines inducibly expressing dynamin-2 were unsuccessful. Although in this procedure cells are

Figure 1. Dynamin-2 specifically induces cell toxicity in tTA HeLa cells. (A) Phase contrast micrographs of tTA-HeLa cells infected with an equivalent moi of adenovirus expressing either dyn1<sup>wt</sup>, dyn2<sup>wt</sup>, or dyn2<sup>K44A</sup> under control of a tetracycline-regulatable promoter, as described in Materials and Methods. After infection, cells were incubated for 36 h in media containing the indicated concentration of tetracycline. (B) Western blot analysis using the pan-dynamin antibody 748 showing endogenous dynamin-2 (detected in control lanes and in lanes where exogenous expression is suppressed in the presence of 1 μg/ml tet) and tetracycline-dependent expression levels of exogenous dyn1<sup>wt</sup>, dyn2<sup>wt</sup>, or dyn2<sup>K44A</sup>. (C–E) Immunofluorescence images of dynamin staining in uninfected tTA HeLa cells (C) or tTA HeLa cells infected with adenovirus encoding dyn1<sup>wt</sup> (D) or dyn2<sup>wt</sup> (E) and cultured for 24 h in the absence of tetracycline. Bar, 20 μm.
Increased GTP-bound Dynamin-2 Is Cytotoxic

When tTA-HeLa cells were infected with these viruses and observed at 24–36 h postinfection, there were clear signs of cytopathology in the cultures overexpressing dyn2wt when compared with cultures expressing either dyn1wt or dyn2K44A (Fig. 1). Importantly, we used a gutless adenoviral vector (Hardy et al., 1997) that lacks viral genes known to be cytotoxic (McPake et al., 1999), and controlled all experiments for nonspecific, virus-induced effects by infection with adenovirus expressing the transactivator protein, tTA (A and TTA). Moreover, the cytotoxicity observed at 36 h postinfection (Fig. 1 A) with Ad-Dyn2K44A was specifically dependent on levels of dyn2wt expression since it was reduced when cells were cultured in the presence of low amounts of tetracycline and blocked at concentrations of tetracycline that suppress protein expression (Fig. 1 B). At high levels of overexpression of dyn2K44A, some cell rounding could be observed (Fig. 1 A); however dyn2K44A was considerably less toxic than dyn2wt (data not shown and see Fig. 4). Under these conditions, there were no discernible cytotoxic effects in cells infected with either Ad-Dyn1wt (Fig. 1 C) or Ad-Dyn1K44A (data not shown). The K44A mutation in dynamin results in decreased affinity for guanine nucleotides (D’Amke et al., 1994; Warnock et al., 1995), thus the differential effects of dyn2wt and dyn2K44A suggest, as is the case for oncogenic GTPases, that toxicity is due to increased levels of GTP-bound dyn2 rather than of the protein per se.

A t the low levels of expression sufficient to cause toxicity, exogenous dyn2wt is localized to punctate structures at the cell surface similar to endogenous dynamin (compare Fig. 1, C and E). Dyn1 does not cause cytotoxicity even when expressed at high concentrations that saturate the membrane binding sites (D’Amke et al., 1994), resulting in cytosolic accumulation (Fig. 1 D). The selective cytotoxicity of dyn2wt is not due to its effects on endocytosis, because overexpression of wild-type dyn2 does not inhibit endocytosis (A Itschuler et al., 1998; K asai et al., 1999). Moreover, overexpression of dyn2K44A, which inhibits endocytosis, is considerably less toxic.

The specific effects of overexpression of dyn2wt were quantitated using Trypan blue exclusion as a measure of cell viability. Infection of cells with Ad-Dyn2wt resulted in loss of viability starting 24 h after infection (Fig. 2 A). Similar results were obtained using MTT conversion assays (data not shown). Reduced cell proliferation was detected as early as 16 h postinfection, but was most striking after 36 h. Infection with equivalent amounts of Ad-Dyn1wt or Ad-tTA had no effect (Fig. 2 A). However, when cells were infected with a very high moi of 500, Ad-Dyn1wt was transfected and selected in the presence of tetracycline to tightly control the expression levels of potentially toxic proteins, there is always some leakiness, especially at early times after transfection. These results suggested that even transient overexpression of low levels of dyn2 was extremely toxic to HeLa cells.

To circumvent this problem and explore the cellular function of dyn2, we generated recombinant adenoviruses encoding wt and mutant dyn1 and dyn2, designated Ad-Dyn1wt and Ad-Dyn2wt, under control of a tetr-regulatable promoter (A Itschuler et al., 1998). The use of a tet-regulatable promoter enables efficient large-scale production of viruses that encode toxic proteins. At a multiplicity of infection (moi) of 10 pfu/cell, adenovirus infection of tTA-HeLa cells expressing the tet-responsive, chimeric transcription activator tTA results in uniform levels of dynamin expression in >90% of cells (data not shown). Therefore, unless otherwise indicated, this moi was used. Importantly, expression levels of the transferred dynamin genes can be controlled either by altering the moi or the amount of tetracycline in the medium. These adenoviruses have recently been used to show that, when assayed 12–18 h after infection, receptor-mediated endocytosis is selectively inhibited by overexpression of either dyn1K44A or dyn2K44A (A Itschuler et al., 1998), whereas overexpression of wild-type dyn1 or dyn2 had no effect (A Itschuler et al., 1998). Thus, these comparative findings failed to provide an explanation, with regards to membrane trafficking, for the presumed toxic effects of increased dyn2 expression on cells.

Figure 2. A t low levels of expression, dynamin-2 specifically induces cell death. (A) Equal numbers of tTA-HeLa cells were infected with 10 moi of adenovirus expressing either dyn1wt (□), dyn2wt (○), or tTA (■). Cells were harvested at the indicated times postinfection and analyzed using Trypan blue exclusion to quantify cell viability. (B) Equal numbers of tTA-HeLa cells were infected with a high moi (500) which was chosen to detect some toxicity of adenoviruses encoding dyn1wt, and incubated in the presence of varying concentrations of tetracycline to regulate expression of dyn1wt (□) and dyn2wt (○). Cells were harvested 36 h postinfection and analyzed for viability by Trypan blue exclusion. The insert in B shows Western blot analysis of corresponding levels of dyn1 and dyn2 expression under these conditions detected using the pan-dynamin polyclonal antibody 748. Dyn1wt at an moi 500 in the absence of tetracycline is expressed ~100-fold over endogenous dyn2 as quantified by densitometric measurements of Western blots.
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found to be toxic, albeit still at considerably reduced levels compared with A d-Dyn2<sup>wt</sup> (Fig. 2 B). Even at this high moi, no toxicity was observed with A d-TTA (not shown). By varying the concentration of tetracycline in the medium we could regulate the levels of expression of dyn1<sup>wt</sup> and dyn2<sup>wt</sup> to quantitate the differences in toxicity (Fig. 2 B). We found that as little as a fivefold increase in dyn2<sup>wt</sup> expression resulted in a substantial decrease in cell viability. Quantitation of dynamin expression by Western blotting (Fig. 2 B, inset) suggested that dyn2<sup>wt</sup> was at least 50-fold more toxic than its closely related isoform, dyn1<sup>wt</sup>.

**Dynamin-2 Specifically Induces an Apoptotic Pathway**

Before dyn2-induced cell death, we observed a decrease in the rate of cell proliferation (Fig. 2 A), which may reflect a dyn2-dependent block in the cell cycle. To test this hypothesis, FACS<sup>®</sup> analysis was performed on uninfected tTA-HeLa cells or cells infected with A d-Dyn1<sup>wt</sup> or A d-Dyn2<sup>wt</sup>. Infected cultures were harvested at 18, 24, 28, 32, and 36 h postinfection. FACS<sup>®</sup> analysis was performed after gating to remove cell doublets. Although there were no visible changes in cell cycle distribution for any of the samples analyzed, an additional peak corresponding to the appearance of DNA fragmentation was, however, detected in the dyn2<sup>wt</sup>-expressing cells beginning at 24 h postinfection and increasing over time (data not shown and online material Fig. 1).

A apoptosis is a specific and highly regulated pathway of programmed cell death that can be distinguished from necrosis by a number of criteria (D'arzynkiewicz et al., 1997). However, no single parameter fully defines apoptosis, to establish the cell death pathway triggered by dyn2<sup>wt</sup>, we examined several criteria that distinguish live cells from early and late apoptotic cells and from necrotic cells. The methods we chose focused on chromatin structure, loss of plasma membrane integrity, changes in mitochondrial activity, and measurement of caspase-3 activity.

The characteristic breakdown of the nucleus during apoptosis comprises collapse and fragmentation of the chromatin, degradation of the nuclear envelope and nuclear blebbing, resulting in the formation of micronuclei. Therefore, nucleic acid stains can identify even low numbers of apoptotic cells in culture by fluorescence imaging. Thus, we used YO-PRO-1® (green fluorescence), which is taken up by cells during the initial stages of apoptosis before the breach in plasma membrane integrity, to identify early apoptotic cells (Idziorek et al., 1995). Propidium iodide (PI), a membrane impermeant dye (red fluorescence) was used to identify later stages of apoptosis and dead cells. The staining pattern resulting from the simultaneous use of these dyes in combination with Hoechst, a cell permeant DNA dye (blue fluorescence), makes it possible to distinguish normal (Hoechst positive/Y O-PRO-1<sup>®</sup>-negative/PI negative), early apoptotic (Hoechst + /Y O-PRO-1<sup>®</sup>-/PI -) and dead (Hoechst +/-Y O-PRO-1<sup>®</sup>-/+PI +) cells by fluorescence microscopy. All assays were performed on subconfluent tTA-HeLa cells that were uninfected or infected with A d-Dyn1<sup>wt</sup>, A d-Dyn2<sup>wt</sup> or A d-Dyn2<sup>K44A</sup>. At different times postinfection Y O-PRO-1<sup>®</sup>, PI, and Hoechst were added to the cultures and incubated at 37°C for 10 min. Representative fields from A d-Dyn1<sup>wt</sup>- and A d-Dyn2<sup>wt</sup>-infected cells are shown in Fig. 3, A and B, respectively, and the results are quantitated for all conditions (Fig. 3 C) as percent of viable (i.e., PI negative) cells. The results show that while there was some increase in apoptotic cells infected with A d-Dyn1<sup>wt</sup> and A d-Dyn2<sup>K44A</sup> over the uninfected control cells (shaded and hatched bars vs. black, respectively), a significantly higher percentage of cells infected with A d-Dyn2<sup>wt</sup> became apoptotic between 12 and 24 h postinfection.

A nother distinctive feature of apoptosis is the disruption of active mitochondria leading to the loss of membrane potential and alterations to the loss of oxidation-reduction potential of the mitochondria (Green and Reed, 1998). Indeed, infection of cells with A d-Dyn2<sup>wt</sup>, but not A d-Dyn1<sup>wt</sup> or control virus, resulted in loss of mitochondrial membrane potential as detected by the absence of stain using the fluorescent vital dye, MitoTracker Red CMXRos (Figure S2; Poot et al., 1996). DNA fragmentation was also visible at this time point (36 h postinfection) by Hoechst staining (Figure S2).

Finally, we examined the activity of caspase-3, a so-called effector caspase and a member of the caspase (CED-3/ICE) family of proteases that are crucial mediators of the complex biochemical events associated with apoptosis (Budihardjo et al., 1999; Thornberry and Lazebnik, 1998). When activated, caspase-3 cleaves a number of different proteins at the sequence A sp-Glu-Val-Alp-Asp-Leu-X (DEVD-X) to trigger cellular changes associated with apoptosis. The fluorogenic tetrapeptide substrate A c-D E V D-A M C was used to quantify caspase-3 activity of the different virally infected cultures. For these experiments, lysates from tTA-HeLa cells infected with adenovirus expressing wt and mutant forms of dyn1 and dyn2, were collected at various times postinfection to determine changes in caspase-3 activity (Fig. 4). The results are expressed in arbitrary fluorescent units for caspase activity over the background obtained from cells infected with control A d-TTA virus. The values obtained for cells expressing A d-Dyn2<sup>wt</sup> at 36 h postinfection were set at 100 to allow comparison between experiments. Caspase-3 activation was readily detected over background levels within 24 h in cells expressing dyn2<sup>wt</sup>, whereas no detectable activation was seen in cells expressing dyn1<sup>wt</sup> (compare open bars with backward slash).

We next explored the structural requirements for dyn2-induced caspase-3 activation. Strikingly, overexpression of dyn2<sup>K44A</sup> (shaded bars) also failed to induce caspase-3 activation as compared with control cells. This suggests that the slight toxicity observed in cells infected with A d-Dyn2<sup>K44A</sup> was not due to apoptosis (Fig. 4). The greatest sequence divergence between dyn1 and dyn2 occurs in the COOH-terminal proline/arginine-rich domain (PRD). Moreover, this domain is known to interact with a number of SH3-domain containing signaling molecules. Therefore, we examined the ability of a truncated mutant of dyn2 lacking the PRD (dyn2<sup>APRD</sup>) to induce caspase-3 activation. Surprisingly, infection of cells with A d-Dyn2<sup>APRD</sup> (forward slashed bars) induces a twofold increase of caspase-3 activity over dyn2<sup>wt</sup>. Inducible overexpression of dyn1<sup>APRD</sup> in stably transformed tTA-HeLa cells does not

Together, these results clearly demonstrate that dyn2 wt can selectively trigger apoptosis in HeLa cells. Importantly, efficient induction of apoptosis by dynamin-2 requires its ability to bind GTP but does not require the COOH-terminal PRD.

**Dynamin-2–triggered Apoptosis Requires Cell Division**

Low levels of dynamin-2 overexpression induced apoptosis in a variety of cell types studied, including U 373 microglial cells, rat-1 fibroblasts, and primary fibroblasts (data not shown). However, induction of apoptosis or other cytotoxicity was not observed in earlier studies using contact-inhibited MDCK cell monolayers infected with Ad-Dyn2 (Altschuler et al., 1998). Similarly, when confluent, contact-inhibited monolayers of tTA-HeLa cells were infected with the different adenoviruses, there was no discernible cytotoxicity; even though we could detect high levels of exogenous dynamin expression in these cultures (data not shown). These data suggested that while dyn2 expression had no detectable effect on the cell cycle (Figure S1), dyn2-induced apoptosis was, nonetheless, dependent on the cells’ progression through the cell cycle. To further investigate these observations, we coinfected ter-
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The population with compromised plasma membrane integrity are labeled with Y O-PR O-1® (green fluorescence). Cells at later stages of apoptosis and dead cells are labeled with the membrane impermeant dye, PI (red fluorescence). Hoechst, a cell permeant DNA dye (blue fluorescence), labels all cells in the population. Quantification of the number of early apoptotic cells (i.e., Y O-PR O-1 positive), expressed as the percentage of viable cells (i.e., PI negative), at various times postinfection is shown in C. 100 cells were counted for each condition.
minally differentiated, primary monocyte-derived macrophages with Ad-tTA and with either A d-Dyn1 wt (Fig. 5 A) or A d-Dyn2 wt (Fig. 5 B). Neither dynamin isoform induced cytotoxicity or apoptosis in these nondividing macrophages even though they were efficiently expressed in 60% of cells (Fig. 5 C). This cell cycle dependence strongly argues that the cytotoxic effect of dyn2 wt overexpression is specific and highly regulated.

Dynamin-2–induced Apoptosis Is p53 Dependent

The data thus far establish that modest increases in dynamin-2 expression, resulting in increased levels of dyn2·GTP, can trigger cell cycle–dependent apoptosis. The cell cycle dependence coupled to the relatively slow and apparently asynchronous onset suggests that the apoptotic pathway triggered by dyn2·GTP might require p53. Indeed, immunofluorescence analysis revealed that p53 was specifically redistributed to the cell nuclei in dyn2 wt-expressing cells as compared with tTA or dyn1 wt-expressing cells (Fig. 6, A and B, and data not shown). This redistribution was not due to an increase in p53 levels, which were similar in infected cells expressing tTA, dyn1 wt or dyn2 wt (as quantitated by Western analysis, data not shown). These results suggest that dyn2 wt expression activates p53 as a regulator of transcription.

To more directly establish a requirement for p53 in dyn2-triggered apoptosis, we examined the effect of dyn2 expression using p53-deficient mouse embryo fibroblasts (Jones et al., 1996). When coinfected with A d-tTA and A d-Dyn2 wt p53−/− mouse fibroblasts (open bars) showed no discernible apoptosis as assessed by Y O-PRO O-1 staining. In contrast, 60% of p53+/+ cells (shaded bars) expressing dyn2 wt were apoptotic within 24 h after infection (Fig. 7 A). Consistent with previous results (Fig. 3), expression of dyn2K44A also resulted in some Y O-PRO O-1–positive cells albeit at reduced levels as compared with dyn2 wt. Importantly, the dyn2K44A–induced toxicity was not dependent on p53 as it was the same in both p53+/+ and p53−/− cells. Western blot analysis and immunofluorescence confirmed comparable dynamin expression in both cell lines (data not shown).

In a different approach, we confirmed that p53 function as a transcription regulator is required for dynamin-2–induced apoptosis. A katas, a p53-deficient Burkitt lymphoma cell line (Farrell et al., 1991; Takada, 1984), were coinfecte with A d-tTA and A d-Dyn2 wt. Like the p53−/− cells, A katas showed no discernible cytotoxicity, even at 48 h (not shown). To test for a functional requirement for p53, we obtained A katas that had been stably transformed with a temperature-sensitive mutant of p53 (V143A, designated p53ts; Chen et al., 1998). This mutation is located within the core domain of p53 and interferes with its DNA binding ability and activity as a sequence specific transcription activator (Zhang et al., 1994; Chen et al., 1998). These cells were infected with A d-tTA alone or together with A d-Dyn2 wt and maintained at either 37°C, the nonpermissive temperature, or 32°C, the permissive temperature for p53 function. When compared with uninfected and A d-tTA–infected control cells, p53ts cells grown at the nonpermissive temperature expressing inactive p53 (white bars) were completely resistant to the cytotoxic effects of dyn2 expression (Fig. 7 B). In contrast, cells grown at the permissive temperature expressing active p53 (shaded bars) were significantly more sensitive to overexpression of dyn2 wt leading to reduced cell proliferation as quantitated by MTT conversion assays. Dyn2 expression in all A katas cell lines was confirmed by Western blot analysis and immunofluorescence (data not shown).

Together with the finding of dyn2 wt–induced p53 nuclear translocation and our inability to detect cell cycle arrest, these results suggest that dynamin-2 is part of a signaling pathway that can activate the transcription factor p53 and potentially trigger apoptosis.

Discussion

Dynamin plays an essential role in receptor-mediated endocytosis via clathrin-coated pits. Here we present new...
evidence that the ubiquitously expressed isoform, dynamin-2, functions as a signal transducing GTPase with the potential to induce a p53-dependent apoptotic phenotype. Only small increases (~5-fold) in intracellular dyn2wt expression are required to trigger apoptosis. Dynamin-triggered apoptosis is not due to alterations in endocytic membrane trafficking. Even at high levels of overexpression, dyn2wt, which induces apoptosis, has no effect on endocytosis (Altschuler et al., 1998; Kasai et al., 1999) and neither dyn1K44A nor dyn2K44A, which inhibit endocytosis, induces apoptosis. The finding that dyn2K44A, which is defective in GTP binding, does not trigger apoptosis argues that induction of apoptosis reflects an increase in the levels of dyn2-GTP rather than of the protein per se. These data are consistent with dynamin’s function as a regulatory GTPase.

In our experimental system, we have increased the cellular levels of dyn2-GTP through overexpression of the wild-type molecule. As for other regulatory GTPases, we imagine that cellular levels of dyn2-GTP are physiologically controlled by upstream events that signal either increased GTP binding or decreased rates of intrinsic GTP hydrolysis. Interestingly, dynamin encodes its own intramolecular GAP, which is activated by self-assembly to stimulate GTP hydrolysis (Sever et al., 1999). Our finding that dyn2PRD is significantly more potent in activating caspase-3 may be explained in the context of this intramolecular regulation of dynamin GTPase activity. Dynamin’s PRD is required for membrane targeting (Shpetner et al., 1996) and is a positive regulator of dynamin self-assembly and assembly-stimulated GTPase activity (Warnock et al., 1997; Warnock et al., 1996). Thus, it is possible that dyn2PRD will exhibit reduced assembly-stimulated GAP activity in vivo and, therefore, exist in its GTP-bound state for prolonged times relative to dyn2wt. Alternatively, or in addition, SH3-domain containing partners of dynamin-2, which are known to regulate dynamin’s GTPase activity in vitro (Gout et al., 1993; Herskovits et al., 1993), might act to regulate the intracellular levels of dyn2-GTP such that in the absence of these interactions dyn2PRD would be more potent.

The observed apoptotic phenotype is highly specific for wild-type dynamin-2; the neuronal isoform dynamin-1 does not induce apoptosis. While dynamin-2 has a higher propensity for self-assembly and a higher intrinsic rate of GTP hydrolysis than dynamin-1 (Warnock et al., 1997), these are unlikely to account for the specificity we observe. First, these enzymological differences are only ~3-fold, while dynamin-2 is >50-fold more potent at inducing apoptosis than dynamin-1. Second, the enzymological differences between dynamin-1 and dynamin-2 are eliminated by removal of the PRD (Warnock et al., 1997), yet dyn2PRD is more potent than dyn2wt at activating caspase-3.

We have established that a modest (~5-fold) increase in endogenous dynamin-2 levels can trigger a signaling pathway leading to p53 activation and p53-dependent apoptosis. However, we do not know whether this signaling pathway is activated by endogenous levels of dynamin-2. For example, it remains possible that the apoptotic phenotype is an indirect effect of the overexpression of dyn2wt disturbing a tightly regulated balance of interacting molecules or pathways. The transcription factor p53 is known to respond to oncogenic and genotoxic stress induced by a variety of factors. Thus, while our data demonstrate that dynamin-2 functions as a signaling GTPase capable of affecting transcriptional regulation, the apoptotic response observed under our experimental conditions may not be the physiologically relevant signaling pathway.

Dynamin has been shown to interact with many signaling molecules, including grb2 (Gout et al., 1993), c-src (Ahn et al., 1999), βγ-subunits (Lin and Gilman, 1996),
conversion assays were used to measure cell proliferation and viability. The results are expressed as percent of uninfected control.

It is noteworthy that the only other dynamin family member, Drosophila dynamin, might be upstream or downstream in a dynamin-2 signaling pathway. In this regard, recent evidence has suggested that dominant-negative dynamin mutants inhibit MAP kinase activation in response to receptor stimulation (Kranenburg et al., 1999; Wistler and von Zabaw, 1999). Moreover, overexpression of dynamin-2 wild-type potentiates MAP kinase activation in response to receptor stimulation (Kranenburg et al., 1999). More work needs to be done to identify the physiological signals upstream of dynamin-2 and the direct downstream effectors that make up this dynamin-2-specific signaling pathway.

Dynamin-2 activity as a signaling GTPase can occur independently of any measurable effects on endocytosis. However, it seems likely under physiological conditions that these two functions are linked. Recent findings have suggested that dynamin functions in endocytosis as a regulatory GTPase controlling downstream effectors that mediate vesicle formation (Sever et al., 1999). In its capacity as a regulatory GTPase governing membrane dynamics at the cell surface, dynamin may respond to physiological changes at the plasma membrane to modulate the rate of endocytosis or to trigger signaling cascades that affect transcriptional regulation. Interestingly, other components of the endocytic machinery, Eps15 (Salicini et al., 1997) and epsin (Hyman et al., 2000) have recently been shown to modulate membrane dynamics at their respective locations. Given that dynamin's PRD, which is most divergent between isoforms, is not required for induction of apoptosis, the structural features that functionally distinguish dynamin-1 from dynamin-2 remain to be identified.
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